




Esteemed Partner!

In this year NIVELCO Process Control Co.
celebrates its 30th anniversary. Founded in 1982
to concentrate on the manufacture of industrial level
measurement and control products, NIVELCO is
now a world-class level specialist, based in 
Hungary. The NIVELCO strength originates from
the solid base created by a family business, guided
over 75 turbulent years by four basic principles:

Respect for the Knowledge and 
Experience of the Founders
Professional Pride in our Products
Responsibility for our Colleagues and Customers
Ensuring our Products and Services provide Value

The NIVELCO Group successfully maintained its
leading position alongside other major instrument
manufacturers throughout the economic crises of recent
years. Indeed NIVELCO further increased the number
of export markets served. Thanks to this healthy
position, a four-year support contract was signed
recently with the Hungarian Paralympic Association,
helping to support a successful Olympic participation
in the XXII Winter Olympic Games in 2014. 
The whole NIVELCO Company looks forward to
applying these basic principles, and our existing
and ever-developing skills, to the future
requirements of our industrial control customers, in
increasingly more demanding world markets.

Budapest, 2012.
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After training as an engineer in the "ITT Standard"
telephone company, in 1939 Endre Szőllős started
his own business designing and producing
telephone systems for business and industry. While
the World War II did not provide an easy period for
Endre and his colleagues, the business grew and
provided good training for his sons. Following their
University courses in electrical engineering and
economics respectively, Tamás and András Szőllős
were able to lead the company forward, after the
early death of Endre in 1969. By 1982, the
production of a series of industrial controllers had
led to a developing specialisation in level
measurement and control: and NIVELCO was
founded. In 1989, when International trade from
Hungary became straightforward, NIVELCO had a
full, proven level control product range and
capability, backed by well established in-house
manufacturing and engineering facilities. In 1989
the NIVELCO launch of the World's first "Compact"
ultrasonic level transmitter had a major impact,
offering a combined sensor/transmitter in one unit,
leading the world market.

NIVELCO took the opportunity offered by these
newly available export markets, and opened trading
relationships with various identified distributors and
sales agents. Building on existing sales links into
neighbouring countries, NIVELCO also invested in
their own sales organisations and offices in Austria
and Poland, and then later in the Czech Republic,
Romania and Russia. Our success in these ventures
demonstrates that by maintaining our business
principles, expertise and specialist skills, NIVELCO
can compete successfully with the best suppliers to
the industry, by providing:

Wide range of products to suit all applications
Investment in advanced technology expertise
and high quality product development 
High specification quality management and
control systems
Worldwide marketing, sales and service support
Fast, flexible in-house production and customer
order logistics
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Company-wide IT System to provide full product
design and production data
Fair, modest pricing, ensuring the capital for
future customer support and development
Continuing investment in our people and their
working relationships

Despite that in today’s globalised world, the
multinational giants - set up for mass production -
can rule the market, there are many medium-size
companies who specialise in satisfying customer
needs, and manufacture products with high
intellectual added value.
The achievements of NIVELCO demonstrate that
flexible, customer-led medium-size companies can
find their place in the market and maintain their
independence.
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1982 NIVELCO formed
1982 NIVOSONAR: 

the first Ultrasonic level transmitter
1984 NIVOCONT: Vibrating rod level switch
1986 NIVOCAP: Capacitance level transmitter
1989 NIVOSONAR: Compact Ultrasonic level

transmitter: A WORLD FIRST!
1991 NIVELCO Messtechnik (Austria)
1992 New factory opened in Budapest
1994 NIVOPOINT: Float level switch
1994 NIVOMAG: Magnetic coupling level switch
1995 Accreditation to ISO 9001
1995 NIVELCO Company in Poland
1996 NIVELCO Trade Center
1996 NIVOSWITCH: Vibrating fork level switch
1999 NIVOPRESS: Hydrostatic level transmitter
2000 Budapest Factory expansion
2001 NIVOTRACK: Magnetostrictive level transmitter
2002 Standardized mechanical and electronic

construction
2002 HART Digital Communication 

in the transmitters
2003 ATEX Hazardous Area Approvals
2004 MultiCONT: the new system concept
2004 NIVELCO Bohemia (Czech Republic)
2005 MicroTREK: Radar-based level transmitter
2005 NIVELCO T.M.: Company in Romania
2007 NIVELCO Instruments (India)
2007 NIVELCO Company in Russia
2008 NIVELCO Company in USA
2009 AnaCONT: pH, ORP and conductivity transmitter
2009 The first SIL product certification
2010 AnaCONT: dissolved oxygen transmitter
2012 PiloTREK: non-contact radar level 
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Efficient industrial production relies on the infor-
mation provided by modern high technology sensors
and instrumentation. In the1980’s the whole sensor
manufacturing industry was radically changed by
developments in microprocessors and electronics.
NIVELCO achieved the significant market position
it holds today by recognising these developments.

Recognising the growth in the market demand, 
NIVELCO earned recognition primarily with its level
transmitter, and gained a substantial global market
share, based on its purposeful business policies and
constant investment in technology.

In 2010 NIVELCO produced every 20th ultrasonic
transmitter sold in the world, every 50th vibration level
switch, and every 100th radar level transmitter.

In this way NIVELCO has established and main-
tained a leading and respected world market posi-
tion, and in the past 30 years has sold more than
700,000 units of level instrumentation: NIVELCO
is now the 4th largest ultrasonic level transmitter
producer in the world.
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From cramped beginnings in 1982, with 15
employees occupying 150 m2 in Budapest,
NIVELCO has invested in extensive facilities capable
of total control of the production requirement. 

In the year 2000, a further expansion to the new
factory created a capacity of 10,000 m2, giving
significant space for future development: this is
currently allocated to the NIVELCO Trade Center,
and some associated activities. 

In the currently unused factory areas, the NIVELCO
Trade Center provides leased space to host
headquarters for other companies. 

NIVELCO engineering, manufacture and production
is exclusively in Hungary: the other subsidiaries deal
only with sales and marketing activities, plus
consulting, installation and service. 

The modern air-conditioned factory and excellent
working conditions ensure a neat and tidy
environment, and create the right conditions for
producing good quality work.
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NIVELCO has invested heavily in the best production
machinery available, with all aspects of the required
production being undertaken in the factory.

Here, computer-controlled CNC machining centres,
as well as surface mount electronics production
facilities and fume extraction, make a clean and
efficient unit. The investment is driven using a
global IT system for production control and logistics.
In this way NIVELCO maintains total control over
the build, and has achieved quality management
system approval to ISO9001. All production output
is tested using automatic systems, heat-soaked and
cycled where needed in special test chambers.
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Efficient technical sales support to customers,
contractors and distributors has always formed an
essential part of the NIVELCO business approach,
and the application knowledge and experience
developed in the sales team is a major business
strength. Input from the NIVELCO sales team
covering the five regions in Hungary, and the
NIVELCO sales companies in Poland, the Czech
Republic, Romania, India and
Russia, as well as that from export
distributors and sales agents, is
treated as a valuable resource to
be shared, and to guide product
planning and development.

To provide and present this experience to new sales
personnel, and distributors, NIVELCO produce
articles for publication, plus application notes and
reference site information for presentation on the
website. Hands-on demonstrations are encouraged,
notably using a NIVELCO Exhibition bus that
brings products and practical presentations to
customers across Europe: frequent training courses

in the Budapest training centre provide
customers, installers and staff from sales
distributors with hands-on experience.
The NIVELCO showroom provides a
permanent resource where equipment
can be demonstrated in action.

The marketing department at the Hungarian
headquarters supplies all marketing materials such
as brochures, advertisements and presentations, for
the subsidiary companies to show the unified 
NIVELCO corporate image. The marketing team
coordinates the constant updating of all information
on the multilingual NIVELCO
website and is also responsible
for keeping up-to-date
downloadable colour brochures,
technical documentation, etc.

The NIVELCO movie (presented on the website) was
shot by our own NIVELCO crew to present the
manufacturing capability and the wide application
possibilities of NIVELCO instruments. Other priority
tasks for the marketing department involve

participation in exhibitions and
organisation of regular

professional training courses for our
sales partners and customers,

presenting detailed knowledge and
information about the NIVELCO instruments.T
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Doing some business with East Bloc countries was
what we had as export in the 80's, when NIVELCO
was formed: the East Bloc was still its old self and
markets were closed. Nevertheless NIVELCO was
an export driven company, and almost a decade
later, in 1990, we were able to show our muscles
to the world for the first time. This was the begin-
ning of NIVELCO's export success. 

Twenty years later, exporting more than 80% of its
production, NIVELCO has now proved itself to be
an export oriented company. Covering over 65 co-
untries through our own subsidiary companies and
through distributors, our products reach almost all
world markets. 

To aid distributors and our own subsidiaries, regular
training programmes are organised in order for their
staff to keep up with technology driving NIVELCO's
high tech instruments. 

Sales meetings held annually provide a vehicle
for information transfer and for an exchange
of ideas between people from all over the
world. When our dealers participate in inter-
national exhibitions, they are supported with
operational models, exhibition accessories and
experts. With the success seen with the 
NIVELCO non-European subsidiaries (like
USA, Russia and India), there is the strong 
intention to open further similar subsidiaries
in the near future. S
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IN ALL INDUSTRIES AND ALMOST 
EVERYWHERE IN THE WORLD!
This phrase best describes the wide application pos-
sibilities of NIVELCO instruments. Many references
to NIVELCO installations and applications are quo-
ted on the website - tank contents measurement in
food, pharmaceuticals and chemicals; environment
protection applications; sump control in wastewater
systems, and flow monitoring in effluent channels
are just some of those illustrated.

ALMOST NO MATTER WHAT IS 
TO BE MEASURED!

No matter what level you need to measure - whet-
her it is sewage in the USA, animal feed pellets in
Hungary, palm oil in Malaysia, cement, sand and
building materials in Austria – trust NIVELCO 
instruments to do the job.R
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Construction materials (Austria)

Wastewater treatment (Poland)

Palm oil (Malaysia)

Sewage pump station (USA)

Land reclamation (South Korea)

Animal food (Hungary)



The NIVELCO story over the last 25 years has been
one of consistent growth - growth in factory pro-
duction output and sales value, growth in emp-
loyees and in our business resources. Achieving a
7-fold sales growth from an employee base growing
3-fold, productivity has also more than doubled
over the period, assisted by some EU subsidies for
IT and technological development.

As a consequence of effective and purposeful ma-
nagement, the capital employed within the 
NIVELCO Group has gradually grown, and rea-
ched 12 million Euros in 2010.

Europe, including Hungary, presents the major es-
tablished market, with 65% of sales. In terms of
the product ranges, the sales split for 2010 shows
that while ultrasonics still maintain a 30% share
of the total business, further new products have es-
tablished a solid market presence, and already
radar systems have achieved significant sales.
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Geographic split of sales in 2010

Product split of sales in 2010

Sales (million EUR)

Employees (person)

Employed capital (million EUR)



The main profile of the Research and
Development Department is the
development of all manufactured
products and technologies including
mechanics, hardware and software.
More importantly, the Development
Team is responsible for designing
new products in accordance with
customer needs, and driving these
into production. Besides the new
developments there is also continuous modernisation
and revamping of the existing well-known products as
well as supporting and optimising the product line to
achieve better and better product quality.

Creating a wide product portfolio - wider than the
competitors - to be able to provide suitable solutions
to special market needs, it is necessary to undergo many
official design approval procedures, such as are needed
with ATEX, PED, or shipping approvals, or with
measurement accuracy and performance certifications
like OIML, GOST, or SIL. In the course of these
procedures, close cooperation has been established
between NIVELCO and the international classification
institutions (BKI, TÜV, GL, DNV, BV, OMH, etc). Our
policy and our essential goal is to design and launch
high technology, carefully tested products into the
market, products which can be easily manufactured, 

that can have a fast delivery time, operate according
to the customers needs, and can be sold at a
competitive price.

Having extensive practical
experience and professional
knowledge, the engineering
team at NIVELCO has
established the knowledge,
structure and procedures to
achieve this goal.

NIVELCO maintains close links with academia and
suppliers to utilise the most advanced developments
available. Strong working links have been established
with the Technical University
and with the College of
Technology in Budapest,
and with other academic
institutions, which has
led to the recruitment
of many well trained
engineers.
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For over 30 years NIVELCO
has had continuous growth in
staff numbers, and continuous
improvements in productivity.
This has been achieved by
care in the selection, further
education and training of all
staff members, at all levels,
and by encouraging the team
spirit and family atmosphere: 

At NIVELCO everyone is involved in the success
of the business. Over 35% of employees have
higher level qualifications, but we are delighted
that the staff turnover at all levels has remained
low, at below 5%.
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HUNGARIAN 

PARALYMPIC 

COMMITTEE


